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Upcoming events

CEO Announces Product 
Highlights 

“Pink Sand travel packs will innovate and revolutionize views on 
modern travel, improving standards of living and decreasing 
pollution. Connecting with customer needs and environmental 
stability, our product combines technology with Eco-friendliness. 
I aspire to sustain and improve PSTP brand and operational 
dignity; by connecting with customers and maintaining healthy 
relationships. My goals for the new year is to improve in 
organization and plan for the impending company 
trip/competition."

INTRODUCING THE TRAVEL 
PACK OF THE CENTURY

01/17/18- Company website competition 
  01/29/18-Company newsletter competition  

 01/27/18-Company fundraiser-Tag day  
 

UPCOMING EVENTS

Our travel packs are 100% biodegradable and  
Eco-friendly perfect for your holiday travels  visit 
our website  
psandtravelpacks.wixsite.com/psandtravelpacks 
to purchase your pack today!
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Your Guide to  a Greener Christmas  

Planning a Zero waste Trip   

5 Benefits of  Eliminating plastic 

A PEAK IN OUR PACK

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH

Azre Smith is an outstanding employee of Pink Sand Travel Packs in terms of 
the combination of utmost quality and quantity of work. Ms Smith is 
the epitome of what a Pink Sand Travel Pack employees serve to be: 
 - Excellent work ethic  
 - Passionate 
 -Committed 
We are very proud to say that she has grown tremendously in such a short time. 
I hope this recognition continues to motivate her journey to success. 

uman Resources Department is currently 
working on prepping for the Human 
Resources Competition at the 2018 youth 
summit. In preparation for the competition, 
the Human Resources Department is 
reviewing all previous work and the 
Employee Manual. The reasons for these 
revisions is to ensure that all content is not 
flawed in order to score highly; so the 
Human Resources team is 110% prepared 
for the competition. 

T Department is currently coming up with a 
design for the company’s annual report. This 
includes the cover page as well as all the 
pages in-between. I’m working on it fitting 
the company’s theme while also having it 
look creative and nice. In addition to this, I 
am also working on the company’s booth 
design. Ensuring we have everything we 
need to make our booth stand out and look 
nice. 

arketing and Sales Department in our 
department we are currently working on 
preparing for the competition that shall take 
place in New York during the month of April. 
Gershonae Tait is creating a sales 
presentation to explain our company and 
what we sell to a group of individuals to 
generate sales. Remaining associates are 
completing the task within the portal.

 ccounts Department is working on 
company taxes and tax returns. Further 
down we will begin to discuss and 
implement new methods for budgeting. 
In addition, we will be highlighting any 
key areas that need improvement in 
order to strengthen company finances. 
we hope to conquer these task in the 
next coming weeks.
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Our belief that success can only be acclaimed if it 
benefits the environment. PTSP will precipitate a chain 
reaction of environmentally friendly lifestyles through 
the use of eco-products, thus creating a forefront of 
sustainability for all, minimizing pollution in the 
environmental sector, by eliminating plastic waste, 
converting plastic items into bamboo eco-friendly 
products.

WHY THE GREEN 
SCHEME?

“To nurture and create a sustainable 
environment by providing the traveler 
with biodegradable bamboo travel 
packs, which minimize their carbon 
footprint.”

OUR MISSION 

THEME OF THE MONTH

UNITY 
= 

SUCCESS

"Being green is more than just 
buying ‘Eco’. It is an unshakable 
commitment to a sustainable 
lifestyle." – Jennifer Nini 

QUOTE OF THE 
MONTH 
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STAYING GREEN IN THE 
WORKPLACE 

TIPS FOR STRESS FREE 
TRAVEL 

Plan ahead  
Write a list of the necessities for 
travel. Try not to over pack.

Avoid greasy food  
When your travelling for hours the 
last thing you want is an upset 
stomach. Try eating something 
light but filling to avoid those 
annoying on flight stomach aches.

Get some sleep  
Sleep is an essential part of travel 
keeping you alert and energized.

Dress for comfort 
Be sure to wear clothes that are 
comfortable to walk around in and 
easy to put on and take off when going 
through security.  

Set the computer to sleep mode 
when your not using them. 

Limit your use of paper by 
reducing printer usage.

Turn of off light switches when 
you leave the room.

Add a plant to your desk to reduce 
indoor air pollution.

To continue to provide our sustainable 
environment, we created an online gardening club 
that consist of informing our buyers of the 
essential steps for cultivating a healthy garden, 
also, it will include recycling our products.  The old 
toothbrushes (from customers) can be stuck in the 
ground upside down and use for labeling the 
plants. By doing this, we will be enforcing the 
importance of recycling. 

 ONLINE GARDEN CLUB
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OUR GOALS AND 
PRIORITIES FOR 2018

"My goals for the year 2018 include graduating high school, enrolling in college and 
developing my talents and skills."~ Chealla Bradshaw-Douglas

"My goals for this year is to expand my horizons in the business 
world and also to become a healthier person. My main goal is to 
graduate with honours and with my class of 2018!! Last but not 
least the main priority in my life is to better myself and try to 
become an enhanced well-rounded individual."~ Gershonae Tait

"I anticipate to graduate from CedarBridge Academy receiving multiple awards, 
including honour roll. Also, I plan to start the Bermuda College in August 2018, with a 
new outlook since this will be a new beginning for me."~Azre Smith

"I aspire to graduate from university with a degree in Accounting 
and Computer Technology. Eventually, I would like to open a 
business repairing damage electronic devices." ~ Saige Ming 

"My goals/aspirations for 2018 are to grow as a leader and develop my skills as the 
chief financial officer. All in all, I wish for the company to have a productive and 
profitable first fiscal year."~Khyah Bagel-Pearmen

“My priorities/goals this year are to graduate from high school with honours and go to 
Acadia for the academic year September 2018-May 2019. I also plan to apply for 
many scholarships to cover the tuition cost of college and other expenses. Before 
accomplishing these goals, my current short-term goal is to pass all of my classes 
with at least an 80% and a GPA of at least a 3.0.” ~Nadir Young 

FOLLOW US ON..

@PinkSandTP @veipstravelpack PinkSandTP
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FAX  (441) 293-5555

PHONE (441) 295-5665

psandtravelpacks.wixsite.com/psandtravelpacks


